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With the significant increase in volume of transactions and
keen competition in the local banking sector, banks are forced to
automate their operations. Foreign institutions, with their
experience in automation at head offices, import their knowledge
and expertise in this area to Hong Kong to strengthen their
position. These factors, previous experience and competition, have
caused significant development in bank automation in recent years.
The objectives of this study are to (1) identify common trend
in bank automation in local Chinese banks, (2) ascertain whether
there is any difference in perception on bank automation among the
foreign banks and banks headed by Hong Kong bankers, and (3)
determine the reactions and automation strategies adopted by local
Chinese banks in response to competition.
This analysis is based on information collected on the
following areas: the profile of the DP departments in the local
Chinese banks, their rationale for automation, the stages of
automation, the perceived benefits of automation, automation
priority, response to competition, and anticipated future trend.
The findings indicate that the local Chinese banks are
offering almost identical services. They are highly automated in
3providing customer services but are less so in their internal
operations. Their first priority is to improve customer services.
In response to competition, they mostly will match up with the
services provided by the competitors. Because of the cost of
development, the local Chinese banks, with their relatively small
size, are likely to share the set up cost with other banks in
providing new services. In the future, they are likely to use
microcomputers in the branches to support full automation and to
develop customer database supporting management decision. Two
problems may be encountered in the process: the small size of the
DP departments and the relatively unsophisticated users in the
banks.
The automation strategies adopted by the local Chinese banks
may be shaped by their overall strategies: to concentrate on
certain market niches (e.g. overseas Chinese, population in the New
Territories). Consequently, unlike some other banks relying on
automated bank services to sustain growth, these banks will provide
the new services to retain existing. customers.
This project is by no means a complete study on the automation
strategy of local Chinese banks. It is only a starting point.
Improvement on the survey findings can be made through in-depth
interview with bank managers of leading local Chinese banks and
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Hong Kong has emerged as a leading financial centre in the
whole Asian-Pacific region since 1970 despite of the profound
impact,of the banking crisis in 1965 and the world-wide recession
in 1974-5. One of the salient features of Hong Kong's financial
development during the 1970s was the rapid growth and structural
changes in the banking.and near-banking sectors, the former
comprising full-fledged banks licenced under the Banking Ordinance
and the latter including various merchant banks and financial
companies registered under the Deposit-taking Companies Ordinance.:
One dimension of this growth is the sharp increase in the number of
banking and near-banking1. institutions1. Accompanied this growth
is two important changes in the financial structure- the emergence
of depository financial institutions and the trend towards greater
banking concentration in the form of acquisition of local Chinese
banks by foreign banks. As a result of this influx of foreign
banks to get a foothold in the Hong Kong market, the number of
locally incorporated licenced banks which are independent of
foreign participation and control has considerably decreased.
Those banks which had established their home base in Hong Kong and
1 S Y Lee Y C Jao, Financial Structures and Monetary
Polities in S.E.Asia, Hong Kong: Macmillian, 1982, P.8.
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managed to grow with the financial sector, are facing a most severe
competition during all these years.
Nearly all of the licenced banks in Hong Kong are in the
retail banking business. The customer base of the retail banking
business is the small depositors. These banks aim at extending the
bank services to the general public at convenient locations and
merchandising these services. This is especially true of the
smaller banks, which found it difficult to compete effectively with
the larger banks for the big business accounts and thus had to
concentrate on the smaller accounts 1. This market-oriented
strategy on promoting the banking services has been very successful
as can be seen from the hugh increase in the bank deposits since
1971 (Figure 1). This is a period of growth for all banks in Hong
Kong.
During this period, a new image for banking has gradually
emerged. The conventional banking functions have been changed and
expanded to what is now called 'full service banking'. Instead of
sitting back and waiting for customers to come to them, banks have
begun to go to the customers. And instead of waiting for customers
to ask for their needs to be met with certain services, banks have
begun to anticipate customers' needs. Many of the new services are
now developed with such underlying rationales.
The growth in the banking sector has resulted in a significant
1 James A Vanghan Avner M Porat, Banking Computer Style - The
Impacts of Computers on Medium-Sized Banks, New Jersey: Prentice
Hall Inc., 1969, p.7
3increase in the banking transactions and the corresponding growth
in the paper work volume. The ability and the capability for a
bank to manage this internal growth is the key factor determining
its competitiveness. One conventional approach is to resort to
technology to reduce manual work. Thus the use of EDP technology
has formed an integral part of today's business and commercial
sectors. However, the early development of the computers was
initially directed almost exclusively at scientific and
mathemetical applications. No attempt was made by the
manufacturers to adapt the computer to bank applications. The
early initiative to adopt the EDP technology came from the banks
themselves. The chief attractions of the new technology to them
lay in its ability to handle repetitive data at extremely high
speeds and to control the operation of peripheral high-speed
reading and sorting equipments l. These original capabilities
provide a means for the expanding banks to cope with increasing
paper work, personnel overheads and the competitions in the market.
Aims of Automation in Banking
In the current retail environment, both the banks and the
customers are faced with rapidly rising cost in the current check/
credit card-based paper system2. The current payment system it
the banking sector requires a lot of paper for the proof of
identity. Paper money and paper checks are the two most wider
1 Boris Yavitz, Automation in Commercial Banking, Canada:
Columbia University and The Free Press, 1967, P.20.
2 John Burns, "Electronic Home Banking: Myth or Reality,"
Hong Kong: Hong Kong Computer Conference Proceedings, 1983:19.
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accepted form of payment. A lot of man power is tied up to handle
these paper payments. Unless this form of payment is changed, the
man power tied up will continue to increase with the increase in
payment transactions.
The initial banking's EDP effort is justified by the rationale
to reduce growing clerical handling cost. The traditional approach
is to rent a machine that serves this purpose. In order to offset
the high rental costs of computer, the banks sought clerical areas
where maximum savings could be realised in a minimum amount of
time l. Among the potential areas, choices will be made such that
the projects with the greatest profitability has the greatest
chance of implementation. The lists of banking functions which are
computerised in this cost-saving stage include: saving deposits,
demand deposits, installment loans, mortgage loans, proof and
transit. and General accounting
The Second aim of bank automation is to generate new sources
of income (for profit or to cover the cost) and to improve customer
services. This is done by applying new technology in intended new
banking services and in upgrading existing customer services. The
unique features in the HongKong Bank and Hang Seng Bank's ATM
(Automation Teller Machine) service provides an excellant example.
This AEI service is an upgrade of existing banking services as it
extends the general retail banking services to 24-hours a day. The
cost of this service to customers is a small amount of service
1 James A O'Brien, The Impacts of Computers on Banking, Boston:
RAnkPrq Pihlishina Co., 1968, P.9.
5charge. At least two benefits can be highlighted in this aspect of
banking automation. First, the introduction of capital-intensive
selfservice technology is intended to reduce expenditure on bank
personnel. Second, the automation brings in new income for the
banks.
The third aim of bank automation is to deal with specialised
activities more quickly and cheaply and thus, to increase the
appeal of the service while at the same time reducing operating
costs. These specialised activities includes interbank clearing,
cash management, preparation and supply of information to major
account holder and providing financial information on world markets.
A new emerging dimension on the aim of bank automation should
also be mentioned. The desire to automate springs not only from
the necessity to economise but also from the desire to extend
control and coordination throughout the branches of the
organization2. Automation in this sense will be on areas which
can contribute significantly to the cost effectiveness of the
company.
Up to the current Stage, the well-understood aim for bank
automation is to save money, time and effort, but the more esoteric
functions of these systems can help banks keep ahead in a financial
world that has become more volatile and fast moving recently than
l H J Witt, Automation Grows in International Banking, Data
Processing, 25, Vol.2, (March 1983): 27
2 H J Witt, Trends in Banking, Data Processing, 25, Vol.2,
(March 1983): 24
6ever before1.
Bank Automation in Hong Kong
Brief Automation History
Computerisation in Hong Kong can be traced back to 1964 when
China Light and Power installed the first commercial computer. By
1967, the banking sector also installed its first computer with
application in deposit and loan accounting. This earliest bank
automation efforts were headed by the Chartered Bank and the
Hongkong and Shanqhai Bankinq Corporation.
Comparing with other countries in the world, the use of
computers in the Hong Kong banking sector shows up differences
which can be accounted for in both sociological and economic terms
in its early stage of automation. In the sixties and the early
seventies, the cheap labor and the small customer base make it
uneconomic to purchase expensive computer equipments. At that
.time, competition in the local market was not strong. With cheap
labor mainly supplied by mainland China, all 74 banks were growing
with the economy without much increase in operating cost. To them
automation was not a necessity but a luxury. The late introduction
of the Magnetic-ink Character Recognition (MICR) technique in 1969
to automate check handling was almost a decade behind its
standardization and adaptation in the U.S.A. Even the ATMs, one of
the popular electronic fund transfer services, was only introduced
1." The City: Banking", Which Computer?, (May 1983): 77
7in Hong Kong in 1979, nine years behind its installation in the
U.S.A. Automation technology at that time was lagging far behind
the U.S.A. and Europe.
The influx of the foreign banks after the relaxation of the
bank licence moratorium by the Government on March 15, 1978 had
changed the peaceful environment. The number of licenced banks
increased from 74 in 1977 to 140 in 1984 (Figure 2), not to mention
the increase in number of other financial institutions. The
existing banks were faced with challanges and keen competition they
had not experienced before.
The fast economic growth in the seventies also exerted
pressure on the banking sector. The three most distinct areas of
growth in the sector were bank deposits (Figure 1), bank checks
cleared (Figure 3), and bank loans and advances (Figure 4).
The external competition and the internal growth have forced
the local banks to change their conservative attitudes and to
consider more seriously their future business opportunities and the
means that can increase their competitiveness.
The banks have the situation that by taking advantage of
recent innovations they may drastically improve their profitability
particularly if they can get there before their competitorsl.
Thus one obvious strategy for them to adopt is to go automation.
l Dorn Millward," Planning for technology- an essential task for
today's bankers", Banking, Finance and Investment Review,
Hong Kong: South China Morning Post, July 1979: 56.
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Plan for Automation
The local banks in Hong Kong are fortunate to be able to
observe and utilise the foreign banks' automation experiences.
Automation of various forms have been evident in western banks for
some time. The pace of change has also accelerated rapidly to the
point where no one bank can keep up with all the new facilities
available at the current time. Faced with this myriad supply of
technology, the local banks must choose and select the items that
are essential to their operations. This kind of evaluation
requires a high degree of expertise among the bank personnel. The
basic problems that confront them can be summarised as follows:
a) Which innovations are relevant to this bank?
b) When should they be implemented?
c) How do we implement them?
In Hong Kong, there are two common approaches to tackle these
problems. The larger banks, making use of their overwhelming
resources, usually plan and act ahead to take advantage of
automation. The smaller banks, lacking the expertise and resources
(both financial and human) have to adopt a suck it and see
attitude. This diversification in automation attitude is not
difficult to explain. There is no competition between banks that
differ significantly in size. The large banks, competing for the
big business accounts, have to be a step ahead of its counterparts
in providing customer services to attract the more sophisticated
customers. The small banks, competing for the numerous small
depositors, need to offer the same'services other small banks are
11
offering to remain competitive.
Stages in Automation
Conventionally, banks initially adopted an inward-looking
approach to their computerisation. It was necessary to first find
answers to internal operational problems before turning towards
computer systems aimed at developing new services and outlets for
customers. The first step was to installed a mainframe computer to
centralise batch processing of accounts. In subsequent stages,
banks established online processing networks through their
branches. The principal objective of'this process continued to be
the improvement and rationalisation of internal operations rather
than the upgrading of customer services.
With the more healthy internal operations made possible by
computerisation and the new advances in technology, banks begin to
look seriously at ways to improve and develop customer services.
At this later stage, the quest for new and improved services is not
restricted to the customers. Banks were and still are seeking
improvements in services to their customer base. Improvements were
and are being sought in inter-banking and international banking
relationship.
Potential Banking Applications Development
tiong Kong ranks equally witn the rest or the worm in the
extensiveness of bank automation. However, in the intensiveness of
the use of automation technology in banking applications, Hong Kong
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can only follow the western world. The followings list the banking
applications developed or likely to be developed in Hong Kong.
a) Regional concentration of small banks resulting in
centralization of information processing.
b) Development of electronic home banking- providing banking
services at private households.
c) Provision of electronic fund transfer (BF'I') services.
. Automatic Teller machines services- Full range of
retail banking services through an unmanned terminal
located outside banks.
. Point-of-Sales services- electronic payment through
manned terminals in locations such as supermarkets,
department stores or gas stations.
. Automated Clearinghouse services- interbank fund
clearing through a computer centre that receives payment
information in machine-processable form.
. National Bank Card Network services- automatic
authorization of credit and clearing of vouchers.
d) Standardization of system softwares- enable different
types of microcomputers/terminals to join the network.
e) Development of corporate cash management services-
provide any type of banking services to the corporate
businessperson.
f) Provision of bank services through telephone stations.
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Objectives of the Study
Hong Kong has grown to be a well known financial centre in the
Asia-Pacific region. There are a lot of strategies which have
helped to build Hong Kong's current financial status. Among these
key strategies, adaptation and the effective use of the automation
technology by the business sector can be considered to be the most
important to cope with the internal growth. The writers want to
study the roles of automation in the financial sector and the
reaction of the financial institutions towards the use of
automation technologies.
There are three kinds of financial institutions in Hong Kong,
namely the licenced banks, licenced deposite-taking companies and
registered deposite-taking companies. Due to the differences in
business nature of these institutions, itis expected their
automation requirements and intentions will be diversified. Added
to this diversification is the automation strategies of the foreign
financial institutions which are based on their head office
decisions rather on the Hong Kong market. It will be difficult and
meaningless to attempt a study on this dynamic environment and
there will be a lot of inconsistencies in the process. Since the
intention is to study local reactions, the writers have therefore
exclude the financial institutions having overseas headquarters..
Among the remaining local institutions, it is difficult to conduct
the same study on two different business natures. Thus the writers
has decide to focus the study on the locally incorporated licenced
Chinese banks.
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The first objective of this study aims to identify the needs
and use of automation in local Chinese banks. The various aspects
identified are then analysed to see whether any common trend exists
among them. This analysis will be used as the basis for
formulating an overall plan for bank automation in a Chinese
society.
The second objective is to find out whether there is any
difference in preception on bank automation among the foreign banks
and banks headed by Hong Kong bankers.
The third objective is to study the reactions and various
strategies currently implemented by these banks in response to the
strong competing position of other banks in the market.
Scope of the Study
The intended survey group of this research is the decision
maker of the banks in-.study. The scope of the study will be
focused on the following areas
1. The direction of automation- the capability to improve
existing services, to introduce new services and to stimulate
management decision.
2. The operational level of automation- the capability of the
automation in cost reduction and in revenue generation.
3. The rationale of automation- the underlying automation
motives as applicable in the Hong Kong market.
4. The preparation for automation- the internal structure






The first stage in selecting the local Chinese banks is to go
through a list of all banks granted a licence to operate in Hong
Kong. To identify all local banks, only those incorporated in Hong
Kong are considered. In total there are 31 local banks which are
listed in Table 1. The second stage is to select the local Chinese
banks. In defining what is a local Chinese bank, certain
difficulties have been encountered. In this project, the writers
wish to select local banks which are-not significantly influenced
by decisions of overseas institutions. Consequently, the writers
rule out those local banks which are controlled (i.e. with 51
percent or more of the equity controlled) by overseas
institutions. It is debatable that 51 percent or more is an
arbitrary level in determining the extent of any foreign
influence. Since it is generally accepted 51 percent control of
equity is the requirement to control a company, this selection
criterion is considered reasonable and practicable. Furthermore,
this criterion only rules out a very small number of the 31 banks.
There are certain banks, which although are not controlled by
overseas institutions, are owned by individuals or families whose
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root is not in Hong Kong (e.g. Ka Wah Bank). For these banks, the
writers adopt a very single rule for selection: the chief
executive officer must be a Chinese by birth if the bank is
eligible for selection. One final problem arises concerning
subsidary ownership. There are certain local Chinese banks meeting
the selection criterion just mentioned but are owned by other local
banks (e.g. Hong Kong Chinese Bank). For these banks, the
following rule is adopted: if the parent bank is excluded, the
subsidiary bank should also be excluded. In total, there are 23
local Chinese banks which satisfy all the selection criteria and
they are listed in Table 2.
Profile of the Population
Two indicators- total assets and the number of branches, havE
been selected to give a profile of the size of the banks covered by
the survey. Since the licenced banks in Hong Kong are allowed to
maintain secret reserves, the profits they report do not necessary
show the true profitability, and hence their size, of the
operations. It is considered that total assets are a better
indicator of the size of a bank. The number of branches also has a
significant bearing on the sophistication of computerisation and
network, and is relevant to this study. Table 3 gives the profile
of the local licenced banks and local Chinese banks in terms of
their assets and the number of branches.
The local banking industry is dominated by the Hongkong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation (Hongkong Bank). Table 3 gives the
figures of total assets and the number of branches excluding
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Hongkong Bank. It is more appropriate to exclude the Hongkong Bank
in this survey as its position in Hong Kong is very unique (and
should not be considered as a normal bank in Hong Kong) and its
total assets include those of its overseas and local subsidiary
banks. Excluding HongKong Bank, the local Chinese banks account
for about 56 percent of the local banks in terms of total assets
and about 70 percent in terms of number of branches.
Target Survey Group
The target survey group of this research is the decision
makers that are responsible for automation decisions. In a complex
organization like a bank, there may be different management levels
involved in the decision making. However, whether the automation
decision is made to increase external competitiveness or to reduce
internal overheads, implementation and coordination of these
automation activities are usually the responsibilities of the EDP
department. The writers believe the bank DP manager will know
exactly the needs and the direction where their automation will
lead to. For this reason, the writers have decided to collect
survey data from this target group.
The Questionnaire Design
Design Principles
Questionnaire is considered to be a better means of collectin
data for this survey. Although the population size is small, it
will still be time consuming to interview 23 DP managers. Also,
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misinterpretation often results in personal interviews. Certain
questions include in-the survey require the respondents to spend a
considerable amount of time to gather information from his/her
organization. The questionnaire approach can allow the respondents
sufficient time to gather such data and to answer the questions at
his/her own pace.
The questionnaire is designed to be completed by the person in
charge of the EDP functions of the bank. As a DP manager by
profession, it is not required they have a thorough knowledge on
the internal operations of each department. The depth of the
questions ask only relates to the organizaton as a whole and is not
related to any specific level.
Secondly, the questionnaire asks for a comparison of the
expected and the actual automation benefits from the respondents.
This build-ins consistency check enables a more realistic conclusion
to be drawn on the answer given.
Thirdly, the questionnaire is designed to allow a few
questions to be skipped without invalidating the whole questionnaire
as it is anticipated not all questions ask are applicable to all
the organization in the target group. This has the advantage of
inducing more response from the respondents rather than for them to
put it aside under such situation.
Question Grouping
The questionnaire is basically divided into four parts. The
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first part asks for information concerning the experience of the
DPMs, and the functions and size of the DP departments. The
information so collected will enable a profile in term of functions
and structure of the DP departments in the local Chinese banks to
be developed. The profile can then be related to the information
gathered in the other two parts of the questionnaire.
The second part of the questionnaire gathers information on the
underlying rationale for automation, the stages of automation and
the perceived benefits. This part of the questionnaire supplies
the information on the automation strategies of local Chinese banks.
The third part of the questionnaire gathers information on the
making of automation decisions in these banks. Respondents are
required to specify the priority of the implementation order for a
list of projects-with different objectives and to specify the
extent of influence of selected bank personnels on the automation
decision.
The fourth part of the. questionnaire asks for information on
future planning for the purpose of establishing whether there will
be a significant change in the direction of automation in the
coming five years. The.-:focus is on future trend of automation in
the banks concern rather than on plan of specific applications.
A copy of the questionnaire is attached in Appendix 2.
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Data Collection
At the beginning of April 1985, a questionnaire together with
a self-addressed stamped envelope were sent to the DPMs of these 23
local Chinese banks. The DPMs were requested to complete the
questionnaire and to return it after completion. A reminder letter
was sent to them one week after the initial mailing. In this
letter the respondent was encouraged to contact the writers in case
of problems. Two telephone calls were received whereby the
respondents expressed concerns in questions not applicable to their
specific organizational structure. The two questionnaires were
returned completed. One month after the first mailing, 11
completed questionnaires were returned.-
21
CHAVER III
PRESENTATION AND TABtTIATION OF DATA
Survey Response
There is a total of 23 local Chinese banks in the population.
Of these, 11 banks have returned the questionnaire, contributing to
a 47.8 percent response rate. The writers are quite satisfy with
this response rate as it includes nearly half of the target
population. The percentage of usable data is also very high. The
respondents response to nearly all questions asked. Questions
unanswered only appear in one questionnaire. The respondent of
this questionnaire had contacted the writers expressing
difficulties in answering the questions relating the DP departments
as the bank does not have one because it is a sister bank of Bank
of China. The unanswered questions do not invalidate the findings.
Protile of Respondents
The asset value and the total number of branches of the
respondent banks are calculated and presented in table 3. The
total assets and the number of branches are respectively HK$44.65
billion and 232. These two figures represent approximately 51
percent and 50 percent respectively of the population totals.
Tables 4 and 5 show the profile of the respondents as against the
target population. The respondents represent a fairly even
cross-section of the target population. The findings drawn from
22
the survey can be considered representative of the target
population.
Presentation of Data
The answers to each question in the questionnaire are
tabulated in this chapter. The order of presentation follows the
sequence in the questionnaire. No attempt has been made in this
Chapter to relate answers in one question to those in the other
questions. This is done in Chapter IV. Certain observations
regarding the answers to each question are set out in this chapter
to highlight salient points.
In completing the questionnaire, the respondents are required
to:-
a) select one or more choice (s) (e. g. question 6),
b) prioritise the given answers (e.g. questions 8 and 14), and
c) supply informatin to areas asked (e.g. question 13).
For those questions where the number of answers indicate
preference of the respondents, the absolute (the number of
respondents choosing the answer) and relative (the number expressed
as a percentage of the total) frequenies are given. Where the
respondents are required to prioritise their answers, the answers
are weighted according to their priority to give a weighted average
figure for the purpose of comparison. The absolute values of the
weighting factors are- not important fci our purpose the important
consideration is their relative values. In the case of the ages of
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the systems computerised, the answers are classified into age
categories for ease of comparision and interpretation.
Background of the Data Processing Departments
Questions 1 to 3 of the questionnaire gather information on
the length of experience of the DP managers, their length of
service with the existing banks and the age of the DP departments.
Table 6 summarises the results. The length of experience in bank
EDP is in general longer than that of service with the existing
banks, indicating that there is a general tendency for the DP
managers to .move to other banks. At least three DP managers have
longer experience with the existing banks than with the DP
departments, indicating that they have moved to the DP function
during their career probably due to their experience with bank
operations. The result also indicates that half of the banks have
under 11 staff in their DP departments and almost half of the banks
have staff ranging from 201 to 500.
The Need and Benefits of Automation
The Need for Automation
In order to predict the trend for bank automation, it is
necessary to consider a number of factors. One of the more
important factors is the perceived need for automation. Table 7
summaries the results of question 6, which solicits the opinion of
the DP managers concerning their perception of the need for
automation. The need to improve on existing customer services and
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to cope with internal growth are the major considerations for
automation, as set out in table 7.
The Expected Benefits
Question 7 attempts to.collect information on the expected
benefits derived from automation. Table 8 tabulates the results.
This table indicates reducing operating cost, reducing labour
overheads and increase in capacity to survive are given the lowest
three ranking. The highest three ranking goes to improvement of
services offered, increase in competitiveness and tightening of
audit and control.
The Actual Benefits
Table 9 summarises the results of question 8. In order to
compare the results, weighting factors are assigned to the
answers. The details are explained at the footnote of the table.
The actual values of the weighting factors are not important in the
survey. The factors are only used to reflect the relative
importance of the answers. As indicated by the total number of
answers to each question, not all respondents answers every
questions. For this question, the writers assume that if no answer
is given, it is an indication that no beneift is perceived. This
assumption does not change the relative ranking of the answer to
the question.
The table indicates that improvement in services offered,
tightening of audit and control and the improvement in bank image
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are given the highest three ranking. Reducing operating cost,
reducing labour overheads and increase in market share are given
the lowest three ranking. Among the answers to the three lowest
ranking questions, no respondents consider there is substantial
benefit. Among the answers to the three highest ranking questions,
there is a general consensus that the benefits are either
substantial or moderate. For other questions, there is no such
clear-cut consensus.
Customer Services and the Use of ATMs
Services Offered
All respondents answer the first part of question 9 concerning
ATM services. However, only about eight respondents answer the
second part concerning other services. Table 10 summarises the
results. All the respondent banks with ATMs offer essentially the
same services. The Online update of bank book balance service is
not offered by all respondents. In fact 27 percent of the
respondent banks does not plan to offer the service. As to the
other services, more than half of the respondent banks do not plan
to offer Viewdata service.
Status of the ATM Network
All respondents to question 11 indicate that they share the
ATM network with other banks and the network is mostly developed by




Table 12 summaries the answers to question 10 which concerns
with the response to ATM network competition. The results
indicate that the most common course of action is to either offer
the same services as soon as possible or cooperate with other banks
to provide the same services. One respondent does not consider
there is any threat and one will wait and see.
Factors Influencing the Status of ATM Network
The major factors influencing the status of ATM network appear
to be the significant development cost and the availability of
existing network. Table 13 tabulates the answers to question 12.
Current Stage of Computerisation
Applications Computerised and Ages of the Systems
Table 14 summarises the answer to question 13. All
respondents have computerised their current account and saving
account. However, not all respondents have indicated the ages of
the systems. Based on information obtained, the ages of current
account and saving account systems is fairly evenly distributed
among the five age categories. However, the age of time deposit
system concentrates in the age category of 6 to 10 years.
The other systems (other than current account, saving account
and time deposit) appear to have received lesser attention in-terms
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of computerisation. Most respondent banks place emphasis on
mortgage loan and inter-bank clearing as their next target of
computerisation. The ages of these other systems appear to be
fairly scattered.
The answers indicate that one bank has computerised its credit
card system.
approach of Computerisation
Table 15 summarises the results of question 13 relating to how
the banks develop their systems. The result suggests that most
banks favour in-house development.
Implementation Decision
Priority of Project Imlementation
Question 14 requests the DP managers to indicate the priority
of implementation. The results are summarised in table 16. The
answers of one respondent cannot be used. In order to compare the
results, weighting factors are given to the answers for the purpoc
of computing a,weighted average answer. More details are given ir
the footnote to table 16. First priority is given by most
respondents to projects which improve customer services. The next
priority goes to projects generating highest additional revenue.
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The Source of Influence
Table 17 summarises the answers to question 15, which concerns
with the source of influence on computerisation. One respondent
does not answer the question as it is a sister bank of the Bank of
China and the decision to computerise does not appear to come from
within the bank. One other respondent only answer the third
question regarding the bank president. The remaining respondents
have answered all questions with one respondent adding another
source of influence- user department.
As in other questions, weighting factors have been assigned to
the answers. The details can be found in the footnote of table 17.
From the table, the bank's members of the board have the most
significant influence in selecting bank operations for automation.
The bank presidents follow very closely as being the next
influential source.
The DP/User Departments Responsibilities
DP/User Departments Relationship
Question 16 tries to determine the extent of sophistication of--
the users in the process of bank automation. Table 18 summarises
the results. All respondents indicate that there is almost a
complete reliance on the part of the users on the DP department.
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The Responsibilities of DP Departments
Table 19 summarises the results of question 17. The prime
responsibilities of DP department are to develop all applications




Table 20 summarises the results of question 18. There appears
to be a consensus that more ready made software packages will be
used and centralisation of application development will continue.
The Automation Trend
Table 21 summarises question 19 which concerns with the
automation trend. To provide full automation in all branches with
micros connected to head office, and to establish sophisticated
customer information database to support decision making are the





In this chapter, the writers attempt to collate information
gathered under the following headings:-
Heading Question
Profile of DP departments 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Current Stage of Computerisatior 9, 11, 13, 16, 11
The Benefits of Computerisation 8
Response to Competition 9, 10
Rationale for Computerisation 6, 7, 12, 14, 15
Looking into the Future 18, 19
The purpose for presenting the information under the above
headings is to obtain an insight into the automation strategy of
the respondents, and hence of the target population. A more
general discussion and the observation of the writers on automation
strategy of the local Chinese banks can be found in Chapter V.
Profile of DP Departments
From table 6, it is clear that half of the DP managers of the
respondent banks have EDP experience ranging from 3 to 5 years,
although one has 11 to 15 year of experience. 40 percent of the DP
departments were established 3 to 5 years ago, although two
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respondent banks established their DP departments over 15 years ago.
Based on the information in table 6, two further tables 22 and
23, have been derived to test whether there is any relationship
among the age of the DP departments, the size of DP staff and the
number of branches. There does not appear to be any relationship
between the age and the size of DP departments. Although some
banks have established their DP departments for 6 to 10 years,
their size remains relatively small. One respondent bank appears
to have increased the size of its DP department significantly
within a period of 3 to 5 years.
There is also no clear relationship between the number of
branches and the size of DP department, although there is general
tendency to indicate that the greater the number of branches, the
larger the size of the DP department.
Current Stage of Computerisation
From table 10 and table 14, it can be seen that all
respondents have computerised the current account, saving account
and time deposit (except one respondent) systems, and offer fairly
identical ATM services. As discussed under the heading Aims of
Automation in Banking, the initial EDP effort is justified by the
rationale to reduce growing clerical handling cost. With the high
volume of transactions in current accounts, saving accounts and
time deposits, and the requirement of fast services, it is not
surprising that these systems have been given the first attention.
The second aim of bank automation is to improve customer services.
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Consequently, almost all respondents offer fairly identical ATM
services.
From tables 10 and 14, it can be seen that certain areas are
less automated, in terms of the number of banks computerised these
functions. These areas present future automation opportunities.
Although it is not explicity asked in the questionnaire, it is
suspected that the automation of the systems (current account,
saving account and time deposit) and the offer of ATM services are
a result of competition. More of this aspect will be discussed in
the section "Response to Competition in" this chapter.
Table 14 indicates that the age of the three most commonly
computerised systems (i.e. current account, saving account and time
deposit) spreads rather evenly over four age categories. The age
of the DP departments also spreads over all the age categories. It
is an indication that certain respondent banks may start to
automate quite recently. Although the respondent banks may start
out at different time in the process of automation, they offer
effectively identical online services to customers (current
account, saving account, time deposits and ATM services).
Tables 18 and 19 indicate that the user departments rely
heavily on the DP departments for automation. The requirement for
the DP departments to support and co-ordinate user departments' own
computerisation is relatively rare. There is a general indication
that the users are relatively unsophisticated.
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The Benefits of Computerisation
The information in table 9 is rearranged in descending order
of extent of benefit as follows:-
Extent of Benefit
Improve services offered 2.36
Improve bank image 2.27
Tighten audit and control 2.27
Increase competitiveness 2.10
Improve internal information, 2.00
communication and quality
Increase flexibility for new business 1.91
Increase capacity to survive 1.64
Increase information capacity for 1.55
decision making
Increase market share 1.50
Reduce labour overheads 1.40
Reduce operating cost 1.27
The most significant benefit derived from automation comes
from improvement of services offered. The least significant
benefit is the reduction in operating cost. The two other more
significant benefits are the improvement of bank image and the
tightening of audit and control. These benefits are difficult to
quantify and therefore be measured. Best they are natural
consequence in the second stage of bank automation, as discussed in
the section Aims of Automation in Banking in Chapter 1.
The benefit derived from the increase in information capacity
for decision making appears towards the end of the list. From
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table 14, it can be seen that about half of the respondent banks
automate their internal operations and management information
system. It may be due to this low priority of automation that such
beneift has not been given a higher ranking. The section The
Automation Trend in this chapter will discuss further the areas
for automation.
Response to Competition
ATM services had given certain competitive edge to a number of
banks over the local Chinese banks when such services were first
introduced. Table 12 summarises the strategy adopted by the
respondent banks in response to competition in this area. 28
percent of the respondent banks offer the same services as soon as
possible and another 28 percent will cooperate with other banks to
provide the same services. Another 22 percent will offer an
enhanced service. 11 percent of the respondents will not provide
the services. Only 5 percent (i.e. one respondent) considers the
competitions do not present any threat.
From table 10, a number of respondent banks have planned to
offer the normal ATM services. A larger number plans to offer
other enhanced services (e.g. Online access to financial
in mannl_
It can be concluded that most of the respondent banks would
follow the leader in offering similar or enhanced services.
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Rationale for Automation
To gain insight to the rationale for automation, the writers
shall discuss various aspects of automation: the needs, the
expected benefits, project priority, factors influencing the use of
A'IM network and the source of influence on automation. Response to
competition has been separately discussed in another section in
this chapter.
The need for automation is set out in table 7. 22 percent of
the respondents (the highest) require the improvement on existing
customer services. 20 percent of the respondents feel the need for
the internal growth. Another 15 percent feel that automation is to
satisfy the need of overall long-term planning. These three
categories account for 57 percent of the answers.
Table 8 lists the expected benefits of comuterisatin ThP
information is rearranged as follows:-
Relative Frprmpncy(%)
Improve services offered 14
Improve bank image 12
Tighten audit and control 12
Increase market share 11
11Increase information capacity for
decision making
Increase competitiveness 9
Increase flexibility for new business 9




Increase capacity to surviv
The ranking so obtained is very similar to that of the actual
benefits of computerisation, as set out in the section The
Benefits of Computerisation in this chapter. There is a high
consistency in ranking in the actual and expected benefits. It is
an indication that the expected benefits are likely to be realised.
In order to consider what projects are to be implemented, the
information in table 16 is rearranged as,follows:-
Priority
Projects which improve customer services 2.00
Projects generating highest additional revenue 2.80
Projects with maximum saving in operating cost 3.30
Projects which improve the bank image 3.50
4.70Projects with shortest implementation period
Projects meeting business objectives other than 4.70
projects, cost, bank image and services
The information indicates that projects which improve customer
services will be implemented first followed by those generating
highest additional revenue. Projects which reduce cost are not
given a top priority in many of the respondent banks. Projects
with the shortest implementation time are among the lowest priority
projects. This indicates that the automation strategy of most of
the respondent banks is global and is not subject to time pressure.
As tne respondent banks indicate that to improving customer
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services is their top priority projects, the writers now turn the
attention to the factors influencing the use of ATM network- a
recent development in the area of customer services. Table 11
summarises the status of ATM networks used by the respondent
banks. All respondents indicate that they share the network with
other banks. 80 percent of these networks are developed by one of
the participating banks. Table 13 summarises the factors
influencing the status of ATM networks. Development cost is a
major consideration (27 percent) for the respondent banks. The
availability of existing network is the next major factor. It can
be concluded that the consideration of development cost and the
cost-effectiveness of joining existing networks have shaped the
existing status of the ATM networks among the respondent banks.
The writers now turn to the source of influence in selecting
:he particular bank operations for automation. Information in
:able 17 is rearranged as follows:-
Extent of Influence






Interbank EDP committee 3.55
2.22Software salesman
It can be seen that the directors and the bank presidents have
more influence than other parties in deciding what bank operations
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to be automated. It appears that the directors and the bank
presidents, not only shape the automation strategy, but also decide
the particular bank operations for automation.
Looking into the Future
In this section, the writers look into two aspects: the
implementation trend and automation trend. The implementation
trend concerns with how implementation will be carried out and the
automation trend concerns with what will be automated.
Table 20 indicates 80 percent of the respondents consider that
there will be changes to the arrangements mentioned in questions 15
and 16, i.e. who has the most influence on the selection of bank
operations for automation, and the relatinship between EDP and user
deparments. The same table indicates that most of the respondents
anticipate fire software packages will be used (23 percent) and the
centralisation of application development (23 percent). As
discussed previously, the existing systems are mostly developed
in-house. The prediction given by 23 percent of the respondents
that more packages will be used is a deviation from the existing
trend. The centralisation of application development is a
continuation of the existing trend.
Table 21 summarises the automation trend. As indicated by the
respondents, 29 percent of the answers points to the possibility
that microcomputers will be used in all branches to provide full
automation and connection to head office. Another 20 percent of
the answers of the respondent banks points to the establishing of
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sophisticated customer information database to support decision
making. These two trends coincide with the changes taking place in
the western world. This anticipation confirms the suggestion that
the intensiveness of the use of automation technology in bank
automation follows close to the west.
Although the questionnaire has not asked for the areas for
full automation, it can be inferred from table 14 that loan
administration, import/export bills, foreign exchange, inter-bank
clearing, internal operations, and management information system
are the possible areas. Indeed, 29 percent of the answers
indicates the establishment of a customer database as a possible





Current Automation Situation of the Respondents
Although the respondent banks may have started out the
automation process at different time (based on the ages of the DP
departments and the year of computerisation of application systems
automated), all of them offer almost identical customer services
(in terms of ATMs) and all of them have automated the three most
common systems (current account, saving account and time deposit).
This phenomenon is probably due to their strategy in response to
competition- offer the same or enhanced services as soon as
possible. Indeed, most of the local Chinese banks have attempted
to match up with the services offered by Hongkong Bank and certain
foreiqn banks.
Most of the respondent banks have already passed the stage
whereby the EDP effort is justified by the rationale to reduce
growing clerical handling cost. Currently, they are looking more
towards the improvement of customer services. Their response that
projects which improve customer services will have higher priority
over those which generate highest additional revenue indicates that
securing or expanding the customer base is more important than
obtaining higher revenue in this stage. Customers are in general
asking for good services and they have a tendency to switch to bank
which offers better services without cancelling their existing
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accounts. Maintaining these idle accounts will further increase
the bank's operating cost. It will then be natural for banks to
establish a large customer base before attempting any effort to
generate additional revenue from the base.
From this survey, the writers have the impression that top
management, the directors, and bank presidents have the most
influence in selecting particular bank operations for automation.
This is true in Hong Kong when one regards bank automation as one
of the key areas in the bank's long-term strategic plan. This
situation will persist so long as the local banks continue to
stress improving customer services as their major company goal




In future, the respondents intend to use microcomputers to
automate other systems and to communicate with head oftice. The
writers can identify three purposes from this automation approaci
The use of special-purposed microcomputers results in shorter
development and implementation schedule and cheaper development
cost. This has the advantage of allowing the more specialised
operations be automated to increase the appeal of the services
offered to customer while at the same time reducing operating
costs. These specialised operations include inter-bank clearing,
import/ export bill, financial information to major account
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holders, cash management etc. The second purpose is to increase
coordination throughout the branches of the bank. By connecting
microcomputers in the branches to head off ice accessing the
centralised database, better control in terms of information
accuracy and communication can be achieved. This confirms with
the survey result that the expected benefit of tightening audit and
control has been given a relatively high ranking. The third
purpose of using micros is to introduce automation to the
branches. The micro itself is a self-contained unit which can be
used to computerise individual branch's applications. The advance
of technology also allows the micro to be used as a terminal to
connect to the bank's internal network. This connection permits
processed branch information to be passed back to the head off ice
to reduce the site's EDP work load.
Set up of Customer Database
The desire to achieve better-coordination and control, and to
implement the management information system, require the
establishment of a sophisticated customer information database to
support decision making. The set up of customer database can be
regarded as a foreseeable trend in the near future. Actually,
nearly one third of the respondents have anticipated such a change
in the coming five years.
Sharing of Development Cost
In the process of providing services to customers, (e.g.
EFTs), the respondents indicate that the development cost is a
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major consideration and all respondent banks share ATM networks
with other banks. The main stream strategy adopted by a number of
banks to meet competition from the more dominating banks is to pool
resources together and to share the set up costs. This fact can be
confirmed by three of the respondents who are members of the Joint
Electronic Teller Services Limited (JETCO), which provides ATM
transaction switching services to 18 banks in Hong Kong.
An implicit indication of this trend (pooling of resources)
can also be inferred from the survey result. The use of ready made
software packages and the development of some of the existing
application systems by modifying software package indicates the
sharing of development cost. This strategy may be necessary to
cope with the accelerating pace of automation when more suitable
packages are available in the market.
(]l.ticipated Problem Areas
Two factors may pose possible difficulty in the automation
process. Firstly, half of the respondent banks have small DP
department and there may not be sufficient resources to cope with
the increasing speed of the automation process. The traditional
responsibilities of the DP department are to centralise and to
coordinate all the internal computerisation acitivites for the
organization. In addition, because the automation decisions
concerning customer services are made on top management, the DP
department under this decision making system, should act as a
consultant to top management on the choice of suitable automation
technology and on the choice of implementation methodology. In
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this aspect, the small size of the DP department may limit the
bank's flexibility of the selection of these choices and forces
these banks to seek external service bureau's consultancy. If the
bank has its own unique automation strategy to implement, this has
the disadvantage of losing the bank's integrity.
Secondly, user departments rely completely on the DP
department to implement all of their applications. With the advent
of fourth generation programming language and microcomputers, there
is a general trend among the more sophisticated users to
decentralise system development, thereby increasing the flexibility
and the speed of automation. In the survey, this does not appear
to be a likely trend for the local Chinese banks in future. In
order to meet competition, they will have to consider reallocating
their DP resources in this area.
observations
Overall Strategies of Local Banks
The writers now attempt to relate the automation strategy of
the local Chinese banks to their overall strategy. The
questionnaire has not covered any area concerning overall
strategy. However, from an analysis of the services they offer and,
the image they attempt to project, it is possible to classify the
local Chinese banks into rather distinctive groups. Before going
into the detailed discussion, it must be stressed again that the
local banking sector is dominated by the Hongkong Bank and its
subsidiaries (including Hang Seng Bank) as pointed out in the
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section Profile of the Population" in Chapter II.
The Hongkong Bank Group
The Hongkong Bank Group has the largest number of branches and
A'IMs and it has a major share of the local deposit base. A major
thrust of the strategy adopted by the Hongkong Bank Group is its
business goal to obtain a major market share and to monopolise the
local deposit base. To achieve its goal and to retain its leading
position, the Hongkong Bank has been a leader in bank automation
since 1967. All its DP resources are devoted towards developing
new customer service to attract its potential customers.
the Local Chinese Banks
The local Chinese banks have adopted different strategies to
protect their interests. One discernable strategy is to offer
services to a particular market niche. One possibility is to
concentrate on overseas Chinese who have significant transactions
with Hong Kong. Consequently, certain local Chinese banks (e.g.
Overseas Trust Bank and Ka Wah Bank) have branches in overseas
cities with sizeable Chinese population, e.g. London, Toronto,
etc. n this respect, their automation strategy may be considered
as a means to retain the existing customer base, i.e. to neutralise
the competitive edge of the.other banks rather than to pioneer
automation as a means to growth. Rapid and accurate fund transfer,
for example, may be an area of their expertise. Many of the
families controlling these banks have their roots outside Hong Kong
(e.g. the Chang family of Overseas Trust Bank and the Low family of
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Ka Wah Bank).' These families probably capitalise on their overseas
connections.
Another approach adopted by some banks is geographic
concentration, for-example, Far East Bank whose branches are mainly
in the New Territories. This strategy is to capitalise on the
long-established relationship with the village residents in the New
Territories. Again the automation strategy of these banks is to
match up with the competitors and to retain their customer base.
The Bank of China Group
There is a third group of local Chinese banks which may have
the resources to compete with Hongkong Bank. The group is the Bank
of China and its 13 sister banks in Hong Kong. These banks are
under the control of the Bank of China. Together with six other
banks (Shanghai Commercial Bank, Bank of East Asia, Wing Lung Bank,
Chase Manhattan Bank and-two banks in Macau), they share the same
ATM network offerred by JE'I'CO. These banks may have different
company objectives however, it is clear that they are sharing the
development cost of an ATM network and are pooling their resources
together to provide a far and wide ATM network to their customers.
In sharing the common ATM network, they are providing the same,
non-differentiated EFT services. This strategy only allows them to
remain competitive in the market but does not allow them to expand
their customer base. For these local banks, they will have to.




In an attempt to judge the appropriateness of the automation
strategy of a local Chinese bank, one must put the bank in the
local context. Hence, not to become a local market leader in bank
automation but to match up with the competitors can be a suitable
strategy when a bank is concentrating its attention on a particular
segment of the market. This may be part of the reasons explaining
the success of the local Chinese banks in surviving in the highly
diversified and competitive financial sector in Hong Kong.
1101.V1lUlIC11%.K1. l.1 V11.7
This survey presents a general study on the automation of the
local Chinese banks in Hong Kong. The scope of this study makes it
difficult to attempt a detail survey on all aspects, but the
findings are useful in that they present a framework for further
study.
An improvement to this survey is to conduct a similar study to
-.ollect the opinion of the directors or bank presidents and to
.ompare their perception of automation trend with that of the DP
managers obtained in this study. Another improvement can be made
Lf the bank presidents from banks adopting different strategies can
)e interviewed so as to confirm the validity of some of the points
raised in the above discussion. Also, many areas reviewed by this
Survey can be examined in more detail to see what changes or
adjustments have these banks been making in response to the changes
Ln competition situation in the market.
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TABLE 1
LIST OF LOCALLY INCORPORATED BANKS
Name Year of Incorporation
Hongkong Shanghai Banking Corp 1865
Bank of Canton 1912
Bank of East Asia 1918
Hong Ni Bank 1922
Ka Wah Bank 1924
Wing On Bank 1931
Wing Lung Bank 1933
















1960Bank of Credit Commerce
1960Wing Hang Bank
1961Hua Chiao Commercial Bank
1962Dao Heng Bank
1964H. K. Indust. Comm. Bank
1964Po Sang Bank
1964Union Bank of HK
Ciin Minn uai Rank 1970




LIST OF SELECTED LOCAL CHINESE BANKS
Name Total No. of
Assets Branches
HK$'000
Shanghai Commercial Bank 9,583,920 29
Overseas Trust Bank 9,577,420 44
Bank of East Asia 9,254,476 46
Nanyang Commercial Bank 8,638,883 38
Wing Lung Bank. 5,499,074 22
Ka Wah Bank 4,953,088 27
Hang Lung Bank 4.661,667 28
Chekiang First Bank 124,523,848
Liu Chong Hing Bank 4,430,861 27
15Hau Chiao Commercial Bank 3,271,730
P0 Sang Bank 53,214,363
122.983,910Commercial Bank of H. K.
102,727, 408Chiyu Banking Corp
2,613,809 23H. K. Indust.& Comm. Bank
132,474,134Union Bank of H. K.
1,984,296 23Wing on Bank
121,832,031Dah Sing Bank
1,159,498 9Hong Kong Chinese Bank
1,033,137 31Far East Bank
17United Chinese Bank
1.031,12 855,840 4Hong Nin Bank
14289,272Tai Yau Bank
287,271 5Tai Seng Bank




PROFILE SUMMARY OF LOCAL BANKS, LOCAL CHINESE BANKS
AND THE RESPONDENTS
Total Assets No. of
(HK$'000) Branche
Local banks 534,234,712 1080
Local banks, excluding Hongkong Bank 155,048,712 661
Local Chinese banks 86,871,060 466
Respondents 44,654,571 232




PROFILE OF POPULATION RESPONDENTS CLASSIFIED BY BANK ASSET VALUE
No. of banks
Asset value Population Respondents
(HK$ billion)
0 to less than 0.6 2
0.6 to less than 1.6 4 3
1.6 to less than 2.6 3
2.6 to less than 3.6 5 4
3.6 to less than 4.6 1
4.6 to less than 5.6 4 2
5.6 to less than,6.6
6.6 to less than 7.6
7.6 to less than 8.6





PROFILE OF POPULATION RESPONDENTS CLASSIFIED BY NO. OF BRANCHES
No. of banks
No. of Branches Population Respondents
Less than 10 4 2
11-20 8 3






BACKGROUND OF DATA PROCESSING DEP S
1-2 3-5 6-10 11-15 Over 15 (years)
Ecperience in bank EDP 1 5 3, 1
(10%) (50%) (30%) (10%)
Expereience with 3 1 3 1.
existing banks (38%)(38%) (12%) (12%)
Age of the DE 1 4 2 1 2
department (40%)(10%) (10%)(20%) (20%)
1-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 Over 40
Size of DP staff 5 1 3 1
(50%) (10%) (30%) (10%)
1-200 201-500 501-1000 1001-2000 Over 2000




THE NEED FCR AUTOMATION
Absolute Relative
Frequency Frequency (%)
Competitors' decision to automate 5 11
Customers' needs and advices 5 11
Improvement on existing customer services 10 22
Penetration to existing market segment 4 7
Development on new market segment 6 13
Internal growth requirements 209





THE EXPECTED BENEFITS OF COMPUTERISATON
Absolute Relative
Frequency Frequency(%)
Reduce operating cost 4 5
Reduce labour overheads 3 4
Improve bank image 9 12
Increase competitiveness 7 9
Improve services offered 10 14
Increase market share 8 11
Increase flexibility for new business 7 9
Tighten audit and control 129
Improve internal information communication 6 8
and quality
Increase information capacity for decision 118
making




THE ACTUAL BENEFITS OF COMPUERISATION
Extent of benefit Total Weighted
a b c d average
Reduce operating cost 5 4 2 11 1.27
(99%)(45%)(36%)(18%)
Reduce labour overheads 5 4 1 10 l.4
(100%)(500)(40%)(10%)
Improve bank image 113 8 2.27
(27%)(73%) (100%)
l0Increase competitiveness 2.101 9
(100%)(10%)(90%)
Improve services offered 11 2.364 7
(36%)(64%) (100%)
10 1.505 5Increase market share
(50%) (50%) (100%)
11 1.912 6 3Increase flexibility for
new business (100%)(18%)(55%)(27%)
11 2.24 6 1lignten auait ana
control (100%)(36%)(55%)(9%)




1.551 7 113Increase information
(100%)capacity for decision (27%)(9% ) (64%)
makin
1.64111 5 5Increase capacity to
(99%)survive (9 %) (45%)(45%)
a: substantial b: moderate c: very little d: not benefited
Note: To compute the weighted average, answers to a, b, c, and d
















33Online update of bank book balance 5
(27%)(27%)(46%)
Others Services




612Viewdata service (22%) (67%)(11%)
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TABLE 11
STATUS OF ATM NETWORK
Absolute Relative
Frequency Frequency((%)
Sole use of the network
- Network developed by your bank
- Network developed by outside
organisation
Share the network with other banks
- Network developed by one of the banks 808





RESPONSE TO ATM NETWORK COMPETITION
Absolute Relative
Frequency Frequency(%)
Ofter the same services as soon as 5 28
possible
Cooperate with other banks to provide the 5 28
same services
Offer an enhanced service 4 22
1 5No action as competitions do not present
any threat
l1No action as provision of these services 2
does not justified at this stage




FACTORS INFLUENCING THE STATUS OF ATM NETORK
Absolute Relative
Frequency Frequency(o)
Small size of customer base 3 14
Development cost 6 27
Development effort 2 9
Development time 1 4
More cost-eftective to join the existing 184
network
Flexibility in providing new service: 143





APPLICATIONS COMPUTERISED AND AGES OF THE SYSTEMS
Absolute Ages (Year)
Frecfuencv 1-2 3-5 6-10 11-15 Over 15
Current account 11 2 2 3 2
Saving account 11 2 22 3
Time deposit 110 52
15 4Personal loan
administration















a b C Total


























a = developed inhouse
b = modify software package
c = tailor made by outside agents
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TABLE 16
PRIORITY OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
Priorit WeightedPriority
average1 2 3 4 5 6
Project generating highest 2 4 1 1 1 1 2.80
additional revenue
Project with maximum saving 1 1 4 2 2 3.30
in operating cost
Projects with shortest 1 2 1 1 5 4.70
implementation period
4Projects which improve 3 3 3.50
the bank image
Projects which improve 6 2 2 2.00
the customer service








THE SOURCE OF INFLUENCE
Extent of influence Weighted
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 average
Software salesman 2.221 3 2 3
Outside consultant 14 1 3 3.78
7 7.101The bank president
Members of board of 12 2 4 7.44
directors
DP manages 16 2 5.89
Operations manager 1 23 3 5.67
1 1 2 1 1 3 3.55Interbank EDP
Committee
5.O01User departments




THE USER AND EDP DEPARTMENT RELATIONSHIP
Absolute Relative
Frequency Frequency(%)
The user departments want complete
responsibility for all of the systems
software it will use
The use departments want local control of
software elements except for those that
involve connection to a network
233The user departments want DP to generate,
install and maintain software that is
unique to the user
1 8The user departments want to use standard
software offered by DP exactly as DP
ofters it
699The user departments rely on EDP department




THE RESPONSIBILITY OF EDP DEPARTMENT
Absolute Relative
Frequency Frequency(%)
EDP department is responsible for the 6 32
development of all applications in your
hank
EDP department is responsible for the 4 21
development or joint development of the
ATM services
EDP department is responsible for the
development of the internal systems only
10.5EDP department is responsible for the 2
support and co-ordination of user
department's own computerisation work
26EDP department is responsible for the 5
evaluation of outside software suitable
for bank application
9 10.5Act as consultant on the computerisation





Any changes in coming 5 years on the current EDP arrangement




15More application development will be 2
done in-house
23More ready made software packages will 3
s d
233Centralisation of application development
by EDP department
81Decentralisation of application
development to user departments
152More development will be done on micro:
152More joint development efforts with
other banks








143Merge into larger association which
permits inter-bank database be
established
3 14Develop banking services for the private
householders
296Provide full automation in all branches
with micros connected to head office
3
14Use ready made software extensively on
bank functions to be automated
296Establish sophisticated customer




AGE OF EDP DEPARTMENTS VS SIZE OF EDP STAFF
Acre Gr ouo
SIZE 1-2 3-5 6-10 11-15 Over 15








SIZE OF EDP STAFF VS NO. OF BRANCHE
Branch Group







香 港 中 文 大 學THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
香港新界沙田. 电话：零. 六 三三一壹一SHATIN• NT• HONG KONG• TEL. 0-633111• CABLE ADDRESS• SINOVERSITY
EXT. 782
工 商 管 理 學 院 碩 士 課 程 部
MBA Division
Faculty of Business Administration
学 生 专 题 研 究 用 笺
Student Research Projects April 11,1985
Dear Sir/Madam,
We are final year students of the Three-year MBA Programme of the
Chinese University of Hong Kong and are conducting a study on the
current banking automation practice and policy of the local Chinese
banks. The attached questionnaire is part of our survey. We would
like to seek your help in completing the questionnaire as a means to
obtain your expert views.
We have focused our study on the local Chinese banks as we think
they have been very successful against their competitors and automation
must have contributed significantly to their success. As one of the
objective of our study is to review the currently available information
on this area your cooperation are essential to the success of this
study.
Please be assured that all information given will be treated in
STRICT CONFIDENCE. After all the findings are analysed and presented,
the questionnaires will be destroyed. However, a copy of the result of
this survey will be made available to you upon request.
We would be grateful if you would complete and return the
questionnaire within two weeks. Your kind assistance in making this
study possible is highly appreciated.
Yours faithfully,




A STUDY OF BANK AUTOMATION IN LOCAL CHINESE BANKS
The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather from you, the data
processing manager of a local Chinese Bank,-valuable information on the
underlying rationale, direction and current status of the automation
practice in your bank.
By bank automation we mean the act of using general-purpose digital
computer (including mainframe and micros) to facilitiate the banking
operations.
It will take you about 20 minutes to complete this questionnaire.
Please mail the completed questionnaire back to us in the self-addressed
envelope attached. Your participation will be of great help to our
study and in making our survey meaningful..
We are looking forward to your earliest reply.
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FOR QUESTIONS 1-5, PLEASE CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE CATEGORY.
1. Experience in bank EDP (number of years)
1-2 3-5 6-10 11-15 over 15
2. Experience with your bank (number of years).
1-2 3-5 6-10 11-15 over 15
3. Age of your Data Processing Department (number of years):
1-2 3-5 6-10 11-15 over 15
4. Size of Data Processing staff (number of persons)
1-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 over 40
5. Size of your bank including branch staff (number of persons)
1-200 201-500 501-1000 1001-2000 over 2000
FOR QUESTIONS 6-12, PLEASE ENTER A "X" ON THE BOX (ES) PROVIDED.
6. The following is a list of the need for automation. Please indicate
which of the needs are relevant to your organization.
i) Competitors' decision to automate
ii) Customers' needs and advices
iii) Improvement on existing customer services
iv) Penetration to existing market segment
v) Development on new market segment
vi) Internal growth requirements
vii) Corporation's overall long-term planning
viii) Others (please specify)
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7. The following is a list of benefits with bank automation. Please
indicate which is (are) the erected benefit (s) when automation is
completed.
i) Reduce operating cost
ii) Reduce labour overheads
iii) Improve bank image
iv) Increase competitiveness-
v) Improve services offer
vi) Increase market share
vii) Increase flexibility for new business
viii) Tighten audit and control
ix) Improve internal information communication and quality
x) Increase information capacity for decision making
xi) Increase capacity to survive
8. The following is a list of benefits with bank automation. Please
indicate the actual degree applicable to your current stage of
automation.
Very Not
Substantial Moderate Little Benefited
i) Reduce operating cost
ii) Reduce labour overheads
iii) Improve bank image
iv) Increase competitiveness
v) Improve services-offer
vi) Increase market share
vii) Increase flexibility for
new business
viii) Tighten audit and control
ix) Improve internal information
communication and quality
x) Increase information capacity
for decision making
xi) Increase capacity to survive
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9. The following is a list of customer services currently available in the
market. Please indicate the status of those services your bank. provide.
Currently
available Planned Not PlannedNLM service
Cash retrieval
Cash deposit
Online account balance enquiry
Inter-account fund transfer
Online update of bank book balance
Other services
Online access to financial information
Inter-bank customer cash management
Viewdata service
10 How will your bank reacts to the ATM and other customer services
offered by your competitors?
i) Offer the same services as soon as possible
ii) Cooperate with other banks to provide the same services
iii) Offer an enhanced service
iv) No action as competitors do not present any threat
v) No action as provision of these services does not justified
at this stage
vi) 'Wait and See'
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11. The followings concern the status and use of the AIM network. Please
indicate the status which is most appropriate to your bank.
i) Sole user of the network and. the network is developed by
ii) Sole user of the network and the network is developed by
outside organization
iii) Share the network with other banks and the network is
developed by one of the banks
iv) Share the network with other banks and the network is
developed by outside organization
v) Other status usage (please specify)
12. The following is a list of factors influencing your decision on the use
of AIM network described above. Please indicate which factor (s)
is (are) applicable to your bank.




v) More cost-effective to join the existing network
vi) Flexibility in providing new services
vii) Existing available network meets bank requirements
viii) Other factors (please specify)
your bank
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FOR QUESTIONS 13, PLEASE ENTER THE YEAR OF COMPUTERISATION ON THE 1ST
COLUMN AND ENTER A X IN THE 2ND, 3RD OR 4TH COLUMN IF APPROPRIATE. IF A
SPECIFIC APPLICATION HAS NOT BEEN CCMPUrERISED, LEAVE THE 1ST COLUMN BLANK.
13. The following question is intended to find out the current
computerisation situation and the normal development practice in
computerisation of your bank in general.
Tailorthter year
made byModifyif known
otherwise Developed I software outside















FOR QUESTION 14, PLEASE USE 1 Tf UGH 6 TO RANK THE PMTECTS (1 BEING THE
FIRST TO BE IMP)
14. Assuming the following list of projects are all relevant to the
automation of your bank, based on your current practice, please rank
the priority of each project as they are implemented:
Priority
i) Projects generating highest additional revenue
ii) Projects with maximum saving in operating cost
iii) Projects with shortest implementation period
iv) Projects which improve the bank image
v) Projects which improve the customer service
vi) Projects meeting business objectives other than
profits, cost, bank image &services
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FOR QUESTION 15, PLEASE USE TIE FOLLL ING SCALE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Not at very to some to a the
all little extent considerable most
extent
15. Please indicate the extent to which each of the following influenced
the decision to select the particular bank operations for automation.
i) Software salesman
ii) Outside consultant
iii) The bank president
iv) Member (s) of board of directors
v) EDP manager
vi) Operation managers
vii) Interbank EDP committee
viii) Other (please specify
FOR QUESTIONS 16-19, PLEASE ENIER A "X" ON THE BOXES PROVIDED.
16. The following is common relationship concerning software services
between EDP Department and User Departments. Please indicate which
type is applicable to your bank.
i) The User Departments want complete responsibility for all
of the systems software it will use
ii) The User Departments want local control of software
elements except for those that involve connection to
a network
iii) The User Departments want DP to generate, install and
maintain software that is unique to the user
iv) The User Departments want to use standard software offered
by DP exactly as DP offers it
v) The User Departments rely on EDP Department to develop
and maintain all of their software
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17. The following is a list of EDP Department responsibilities. Pleas(
indicate the. one(s) most appropriate to your department.
i) EDP Department is responsible for the development of all the
applications in your bank
ii) EDP Department is responsible for the development or joint
development of the ATM services
iii) EDP Department is responsible for the development of the
internal systems only
iv) EDP Department is responsible for the support and
coordination of user departments' own computerisation
work
v) EDP Department is responsible for the evaluation of outside
software suitable for bank application
vi) Act as consultant on the computerisation activities done
by user
18. Will there be any changes in the coming 5 years on the current EDP
arrangement mentioned in question 15 and 16 above.
NOYes
If the answer is yes, please indicate the anticipated direction of
changes in your bank:
i) More application development will be done in-house
ii) More ready made software packages will be used
iii) Centralization of application development by EDP Department
iv) Decentralization of application development to user
departments
v) More development will be done on micros
vi) More joint development efforts with other banks
vii) More development will be done by service bureau
viii) Others (please specify)
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19. Which of the following is the likely trends in the automation of your
bank in the coming 5 year?
i) Merge into larger associations which permits inter-banks
database be established
ii) Develope banking services for the private householders
iii) Provide full automation in all branches with micros
connected to head office
iv) Use ready made software extensively on bank functions to
be automated
v) Establish sophisticated customer information database
to support decision making
- END-
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